
ADVANCED RACING TACTICS 
STUART WALKER 
 
[The purpose of these notes is allow a racing skipper to glance over the key points of 
ART in a short period of time to refresh one’s memory until the concepts are memorized. 
RW] 
 

I.  GENERAL 
1. SERIES STRATEGY 
 
Success in a series requires a competent skipper, boat speed comparable to the top 20% 
of the fleet, and a clear understanding of the overriding strategic and tactical principles. 
 
Confidence provides the determination to prepare properly, to sail effectively, to avoid 
major errors, to place well repeatedly. 
 
Losers are unable to follow a plan - because they do not establish one, because they make 
one inconsistent with their abilities, or because they become so preoccupied, they neglect 
it. 
 
Boat speed in excess of the competitions, awareness of strategic factors unknown to the 
majority, dramatic maneuvering skills, are UNNECESSARY advantages, crutches for the 
diffident. 
 
A series winner recognizes that the keys to victory are an avoidance of major mistakes on 
the first three legs of the course and an all out drive to win on the last three. 
 
He recognizes that the primary requirement for the first leg is to reach the weather mark 
among the leaders, that it is essential not to have a disastrous first leg. 
 
The start and beat need not be the best, as long as they are not BAD.  Successful reaching 
should result in little or no loss to the top competitors ahead, separation from the boats 
astern, and passing several of the less competent. The leaders need not be overtaken as 
long as they are not allowed to get away. 
 
The first three legs serve to narrow the race to four or five leaders – the last three legs 
select the best from the leaders. 
 
This game plan should be followed.  It should be conservative on the first three legs, 
daring confined to the last three. 
 
As the series grinds on the watchword becomes “beat the boats that have to be beaten”. 
 
The only way to win is to continue to do the right thing until the finish line is crossed.  
 
 
 



2. MAJOR MISTAKES 
 
Avoiding major mistakes is the first requirement for winning 
 
The primary competition is not among boats of varying speed, nor among seamen of 
varying talents, but among helmsmen of varying awareness and attentiveness. 
 
The most serious mistakes occur early in a race, when boats are still close together and a 
small loss in distance leads to a large loss in boats. 
 
The major mistakes: 
 
Preparation   
Failing to:  

• understand the SIs  
• check wind directions with a compass  
• check current. 

 
Starting  
Failing to:   

• attain clear air if maintaining starting tack 
• attain freedom to tack if an early tack is required. 

 
Beating/Running 
Failing to:   

• recognize a persistent shift 
• see major differences in wind or current in different areas of the course 
• find the weather mark 
• avoid right of way boats 
• plan mark roundings and finish line approach 
• keep moving in light air 
• steer properly because of distractions. 

 



3. RACE MANAGEMENT 
 
While en route to the start, and in the starting area, one should repeatedly test the wind 
direction to decide... 
 
ODSSSIC 

• O– is the wind oscillating 
• D – will there be a persistent shift due to wind dying 
• S - will there be a persistent shift due to Sea breeze 
• S - will there be a persistent shift due to a Squall 
• S - will there be a persistent shift due to a Shoreline 
• I - will there be a persistent shift due to an Inversion 
• C – is there significant Current present. 

 
[The key here in lake sailing is to determine if the wind is oscillating or shifting 
persistently. rkw] 
 
Before the start, ascertain Median Wind Direction, directions for all legs, range of wind 
shifts and make your plan. 
 
4.  HOW THE SPECIALISTS WIN.  [Omitted at this time.] 
 
5.  FLEXIBILITY.  [Omitted at this time.] 
 
6.  THE OBVIOUSLY WRONG TACK 
 
This section is written as a response to the myth that when confronted with a number of 
boats ahead of you on one tack, the best thing to do is tack away and try the other 
[obviously wrong] tack. 
 
Yu are better off to stay with the fleet and beat the competition at their own game.  This 
approach provides the possibility of winning, the probability of learning for the future, 
and a psychological lift, which will carry over into future races. 
 
When there is no hope of catching the boat ahead, follow in your competitors wake, and 
stay alert for opportunity. 
 
The same people tend to be last surprisingly often because their irrational responses lead 
them to the wrong choices again and again. 
 
8. THE SKIPPERS JOB 
 
The skipper must free his mind from the minutiae of racing to concentrate on winning. 
 
He who makes the least mistakes, wins. 
 
7. GREED  [Omitted at this time.] 

O-oscillating 
P-persistent 
c-current 



II.  TACTICAL PRINCIPLES 
 
1.  CLEAR AIR 
 
A boat sailing ahead gives off a blanket zone and a backwind zone.  The blanket zone 
extends across the course of the boat to leeward can be easily traversed.   The backwind 
zone extends for many boat lengths along the course, so a boat astern and to windward 
must remain in it. 
 

 
 
 
Once a boat is ahead and to leeward, a windward boat in the Backwind zone can only 
escape by falling back, tacking, or breaking through to leeward. 
 
The boat that sails the greatest portion of the race in clear air in the right direction wins. 
 
If there is no major advantage to continuing in disturbed air, separation should be 
attempted as soon as the disturbance is recognized. 
 
 

Ahead and leeward. 

It is harder to pass to windward. 



 
Options to clear your air.. 
 

• Start:  Tack to port, bear away and foot through to leeward. 
 

• Windward leg:  Tack, bear away and foot through to leeward, point higher and lift 
above 

 
• Windward marks:  Overstand and reach in, approach on port and tack beneath, 

close to the mark. 
 

• Reaches:  sail high in gusty or increasing winds, sail low in steady or decreasing 
winds 

 
• Runs: Round the weather mark into clear air on the run.  The key is to do it 

differently from the others.  Watch the boats ahead and astern.  If they swing 
wide, go inside and blanket them; if they go off on starboard jibe in each others 
bad air, try port.  If they luff, go leeward, if they bear away, reach over to 
windward of them.  Once on the run, luff or jibe to clear your air. 

 
• Leeward marks:  Sail wide and reach in high on the wind. 

 
Three misconceptions about wind interference 
 

1. Blanketing is thought of as more of a threat than it really is.  Blanketing is 
minimum significance to windward.  [Look at the diagram.] It is really only a 
major issue on a run.   

2. Major wind interference is an issue in light air only.  Not true.  Clear air makes 
the difference in all winds. 

3. A position to windward is not always a cure.  A leeward boat can get its’ one 
patch of air and go.  

 
 

Tack 
Head Up 
Foot off 



17.  BIG FLEETS:  BASIC REQUIREMENTS 
 

Start 
• Stick to the starting plan 
• Obtain clear air and/or freedom to tack 
• Get out where you can see the fleet as a whole and look around. 

 
First Beat 

• Assume the tack toward the advantageous side of the course; if in doubt, stay with 
the majority. 

• Watch the boats on the weather quarter.  Tack back when you have gained.  Keep 
inside and to leeward of the majority of competitors during the latter part of the 
leg. 

• Be alert for a progressive persistent shift. 
• Avoid the laylines as long as possible.  

 
Weather Mark 

• Avoid the starboard tack parade as long as possible. 
• Decide in advance which jibe you wish to take initially by determining the 

median downwind direction. 
Leeward Mark 

• Determine in advance the advantageous side of the next beat 
• Do not be concerned to obtain inside overlap unless the left side of the beat is 

clearly preferable.  However, do not allow an opponent to obtain inside overlap if 
you are approaching the mark on or above the rhumb line. 

• Prepare for a good, smooth rounding, and rady the proper ail trim to initiate the 
beat. 

Run 
• Assume the jibe which approximates the rhumb line at the best sailing angle [and 

jibe as necessary to continue this relationship]. 
• Reconsider the possibility of a progressive, persistent shift, and if such a shift is in 

the offing, jibe away from it – unless you are already close to the rhumb line at a 
good sailing angle. 

Final Beat 
• Assume the tack toward the advantageous side of the course; if in doubt, stay with 

the majority. 
• Watch the boats on the weather quarter.  Tack back when you have gained.  Keep 

inside and to leeward of the majority of competitors during the latter part of the 
leg.  

• Be alert for a progressive persistent shift.  
• Avoid laylines as long as possible 
• Consider which boats a re in contention and cover the majority of them 

 
Finish Line 

• Tack toward the finish line below the layline to either end. 
• Tack to cross the line at the downwind end. 

Plan Considerations 

W 

L 

W 



 
 

18.  The Starting Plan 
 
1.  Which side of the beat is favored determines 
     A.  The starting tack or 
     B.  The need to start in a manner which permits an immediate tack. 
 
2.  Which end of the line is upwind determines the general location of the Approach tack. 
 
3.  The size of the fleet, the angle of the line, the wind velocity, the current, the presence 
of oscillating shifts, determines 
     A.  The exact location of the approach tack 
     B.  The base leg and the sailing angle required to reach the approach tack position, and 
     C.  The speed of the approach tack. 
 
Starting Patterns in Large Fleets 
 
The Line is Square or Starboard End is Upwind 
 
1.  Start at the starboard end if 
     A.  Start at the starboard end if 
          freedom to tack is essential 
          Oscillating winds present 
          Persistent shift probable but direction undetermined 
          Very light air 
          Right side of course advantageous 
     B.  Current is setting to port or to leeward. 
 
2.  Start between midline and starboard end if 
     A.  Starboard tack is to be continued 
          Very light air 
          Left side of course advantageous 
     B.  Very heavy air 
 
Line Square or Port End Upwind 
 
1.  Start at port end if 
     A.  Starboard tack is to be continued 
          Very light air 
          Moderate air 
          Left side of course is advantageous 
     B.  Current is setting to starboard or to windward 
 
2.  Start between midline and port end if 
     A.  Freedom to tack is essential 
           Oscillating winds 



           Persistent shift probable but direction undetermined 
           Right side of course advantageous 
     B. Very heavy air 
 
II.  Port-Tack Starts 
 
1.  Line Square or Port End Upwind 
     Oscillating winds 
     Very light air 
     Right side of course advantageous 
 
RECAP 
 
Study the beat.  Determine a favored side.  This determines the starting tack or the need to 
tack right away. 
 
The end of the line that is upwind determines the location of the starting approach 
(committee boat, midline, or port end). 
 
 
19.  STARTING TECHNIQUE 
       
Study the wind by watching other boats.  Test the wind on tacks.  Don't go head to wind 
too close to the gun. 
 
Which end do the top sailors seem to prefer? 
Don't sail too far away from the area. 
Be aware of current - don't let it drag u over or push u back. 
 
Base leg:  means of reaching the final approach. 
Approach tack:  the final tack before the gun 
 
31.  The First or Second Tack 
 
Taking the boat to the advantageous side of the course - the first tack - is the most critical 
tack in the race. 
 
Undertake the desired tack as soon as possible. 
 
If unsure, stay just windward of the center line if winds are moderate or heavy. 
 
Excessive tacking in light air can be nothing but disastrous. 
 
The first tack is a tack for position ahead of the fleet,  and is done when gain can be 
recognized.  It is always to weather. 
 
Evaluate weather quarter boats.  Take what you've got when you've got it. 



 
If boats on the weather are obtaining a progressive advantage, your relative position will 
never approve.  Tack ASAP. 
 
Careful in light air.  Never tack in a dead spot. 
 
Think where you will be after the tack.  Don't tack into bad air. 
 
After the start, if a tack is needed, Wait only on conditions to permit the tack and then go, 
even if you have take some sterns. 
 
32.  Watch the competition. 
 
Races are frequently won or lost in the first quarter of the first leg. 
 
Get out where you can see and cover. 
 
The compass is important but the major tacks of the weather leg in most winds must be 
made for the sake of position to other boats, not at the direction of the compass. 
 
Remember ,you are trying to beat the other boats you are racing. 
 
34.  The Tack Away 
 
This chapter is about tacking away when you are covered up in bad air. 
 
Two overall interesting thoughts. 
 
1.  A little dirty air in the right direction may be far more advantageous than sea full of 
clean air in the wrong direction. 
2.  The abrupt appearance of a boat ahead or on the lee bow SHOULD cause an 
instinctive reaction - TO HOLD ON AND EVALUATE. 
3.  The adverse effects of sailing in dirty air will rarely cause a loss for more than 4 boats 
lengths. 
 
Evaluating 
 
1.  If your opponent has taken a leeward overlap, putting you in a blanket zone, can you 
drive over ?  You may have to pinch (luff) to break the blanket. 
 
2.  Can u bear off and break thru to leeward. 
 
3.  Finally, should u tack or JUST hang in there?  The adverse effects of sailing in dirty 
air will rarely cause a loss for more than 4 boat lengths. 
 
 
 


